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Jan 8, Joined Apr 28, Messages So I recently began having trouble with my psom not reading
speed so I replaced the plug and sensor on the rear end which didnt not fix it so I then replacwd
the psom and it began working again.. I cleaned and greased the connection on it and its
working again but now once I hit about 65 mph I now have needle waiver so im just gunna try to
replace the module.. I heard someone say you cant splice a new plug on because of the type of
wire the factory uses and that the wires will have different continuity so i need to know if this is
true? Thanks for any info you can offer. Some basics; Visual Check Battery is fully charged 1.
Inspect the air cleaner and inlet ducting. Check all engine vacuum hoses for damage, leaks,
cracks, blockage, proper routing, etc. Check EEC system wiring harness for proper
connections, bent or broken pins, corrosion, loose wires, proper routing, etc. Check the engine
coolant for proper level and mixture. Check the transmission fluid level and quality. Make all
necessary repairs before continuing 8. Run it around to heat the engine up and shift thru all
gears including Reverse. Locate test connector in the engine compartment and install 12V test
light between Pins C and E. With the ignition off, jumper Pin E to B. Turn key to RUN position.
Remove jumper between Pins E and B after 5 seconds. Count light flashes of test light or amber
ABS warning light NOTE: Only wiring harness end of connector is to be probed. The
speedometer needle may waver and or a light surge may occur on some vehicles New PSOM's
come with increased immunity to system variability. Refer to the following Diagnostic
Procedure for details. Any slight dents, chips, etc. Measure air gap between the VSS and exciter
ring. It should be 0. Make sure the exciter ring is mounted correctly to the ring gear. If runout is
more than 0. Tone Ring Inspection; "Take off the rear diff cover. Check the Ring Tone gear. It is
located on the left hand side of the ring gear. Look to see if any of the teeth have been notched
from debris floating around in the diff. Usually a spider gear. If the ring tone gear has been
notched, it will need to be replaced to fix your speedo reading. They are both now made of
plastic. You have to look very closely to see minor differences. However, the magnet inside
does not budge in the ford part, no rattling noise at all. The Autozone part rattles when shaken,
ie. Thanks miesk5 I got it fixed. I bought another control module from a jy and it didnt fix it so I
decided to replace place the new sensor I bought from O'Reilly with the orignal factory sensor
for giggles and hit the freeway and to my surprise I had no needle waiver. So out of curiosity
what is the purpose of the ABS control module other then speed?? The anti-lock brake
electronic control module is an on-board diagnostic, non-repairable unit consisting of two
microprocessors and the necessary circuitry for their operation. These microprocessors are
programmed identically. The anti-lock brake electronic control module monitors system
operation during normal driving as well as during anti-lock braking. Most often, the
microprocessors burn-out due to just heat over time. Under normal driving conditions, the
microprocessors produce short test pulses to check the electrical system without any
mechanical reaction. The anti-lock brake electronic control module continuously monitors the
speed of each wheel to determine if any wheel is beginning to lock. When a wheel locking
tendency is detected, the anti-lock brake electronic control module signals the appropriate
solenoid valve in the anti-lock hydraulic control unit to open or close as well as the pump motor
to turn on and recycle brake fluid back to the brake master cylinder. This results in moderate
pulsations of the brake pedal and pump noise which may be heard in the passenger
compartment. During normal braking, the brake pedal feel will be identical to a standard brake
system. Most concerns which occur to the anti-lock brake system will be stored as a coded
number in the Keep-Alive Memory KAM of the anti-lock brake electronic control module. This
means that once a code is stored, it will be retained by the anti-lock brake electronic control
module even with the key in the OFF position. The codes can be retrieved by following the
on-board diagnostic procedures. Okay well here another question then. I have the front sensors
disabled on my truck because the way the brakes act when im in mud and off road.. Those of
you who have broncos have pobbibly come across this problem, your going down a washboard
road and suddenly have to hit the brakes. No matter how hard or light you hit the brakes you
don't seem to stop. Fun isn't it? Exactly, its a pain in the patutski isn't it. Now for those of you
who use their late model broncos for daily driving know that the ABS, when your on pavement,
works pretty dammed good. But, it can be deadly on the trail. Now, some of you have figured
out how to disable it, and others are wondering how to disable it. This page will tell you how by
a flick of a switch Joined Apr 21, Messages 3. I am at my witts end with my 5. At the same time I
had the E4od rebuilt and had brand new for solenoids installed. So I installed the drivetrain and
now I am having shifting issues. I am able to put it in drive and it will sometimes shift to 2nd but

then at 55 it will not shift to 3rd then is hard to downshift. I have put it up on stands and it does
it time and time again. I have installed a new VSS in the rear ended and the speedo reads
perfectly. I pulled the codes and I am getting and but nothing for the Trans. Last night I put in a
new TPS and have correct parameters now so that eliminated codes and I cleared the codes and
warmed up the engine on jack stands then gave the Trans another go. Engine started up
perfectly, idled smooth then put her in gear and it shifted hard from 1st to 2nd, then the OD light
began flashing. I replaced the solenoid pack and went through the valve bodies with my Trans
builder and everything checked out. I cleared the codes and I am not receiving any codes but
the Trans still is not shifting correctly. I have read that the 4wabs could be an issue. Is it
possible to bypass 4wabs and the PSOM in their entirety? Remove the EGR valve and clean it
with carbon remover. Prior to re-installing see if you can blow air through the flange side of the
EGR by mouth. Either one being out of spec can cause similar symptoms. Understanding this
relationship will help you to diagnose uncoded driveability problems like stumbles, hesitations,
rough idles and stalling The EVP sensor voltage is greater than the closed limit voltage of 0.
Breakout box pin numbers correspond directly to EEC connector pin numbers. Possible
causes: Poor continuity in EVP sensor harness. Non-seated EGR valve. Damaged EGR valve.
Damaged EVP sensor. Damaged EVR solenoid. Key off. Yes GO to DN No GO to DN Disconnect
vacuum hose from EGR valve and plug hose. Is DTC present? Disconnect EVP sensor. Service
as necessary. Remove vacuum line from EGR valve. Exercise EGR valve by applying and
releasing vacuum with a vacuum pump. Is DTC still present? Testing complete. Inspect for
damaged or pushed out pins, corrosion, loose wires, etc. Install breakout box and connect PCM
to breakout box. Key on, engine off. Measure voltage between Test Pin 27 and Test Pin 46 at the
breakout box. Is voltage greater than 0. Due to the nature of this particular fault, the EGR valve
is suspect because of its vulnerability to contamination and carbon build-up from the exhaust
flow. If the engine runs rough at idle, this is a good indication that the EGR valve is not fully
seated rather than a worn or damaged sensor. Inpect both components for contamination,
unusual wear, carbon deposits, binding and other damage. Testing complete So last night I
found out that my did not come with 4wabs. I unplugged every electrical connection and
cleaned with Electrical Contact Cleaner and blew with air then reconnected every connection.
So I put it back together as factory and ran it with. I cycled through all the gears and it would
clunk into drive and park as if the torque converter was locked up. I shut off the engine and
restarted and the clunking went away??? My PSOM is very steady and when driving on the
street it is about 4mph off. Could it still be faulty? Any other ideas? Last edited by a moderator:
Apr 22, No codes shifting poorly, not going past third. Then I gapped the VSS from. It was
shifting through 3rd and would jump into OD then back out then back in. I believe the VSS is the
culprit even though it is brand new so tonight i will swap it out to see if it is truly the issue.
Thanks for your help y'all. Sensor Ring, Anti-Lock Examine the rear anti-lock brake system
RABS anti-lock speed sensor ring to see that it is firmly pressed onto the differential case and
check it for dented, chipped or missing teeth that could result in erratic RABS performance. If
damage is found, remove and replace anti-lock speed sensor ring. You must log in or register to
reply here. Members online vpwjrsm. Latest posts C. Sliding glass windows for shell Latest:
chrlsful Today at PM. No holes in roof. Latest: miesk5 Friday at PM. Smog pump help Latest:
miesk5 Friday at PM. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience
and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to
our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New
posts New profile posts Latest activity. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search
profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts.
Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Thread starter bigo Start date May 11, Joined Oct 13, Messages 25 Points 1. Please
fill out the following to ask a question. I have no idea where this part is?? This is a 2 wheel abs
equip truck. I can get part at local parts house, but he thinks its under dash and I don't see it??
Thanks for any help! Joined Mar 12, Messages 7, Points What are the problem symptoms that
make you think a new module is needed, what codes are set? Ok, not sure on codes??
Sometimes together and by themselves. I took it to shop after trying different things and they
told me it needed module. But, the price quoted was very high and thought I could do it myself?
I just cannot locate part? I, personally, don't know where it is on that particular vehicle; but
somebody else here can advise. I am referring to the "trouble-codes" that are set when a
malfunction or abnormal condition is detected by the electronic controls for the engine,
transmission, brakes, etc. Most auto-parts stores will read those codes for free, just be sure
they can and are looking for brake system codes as well as the basic engine ones. Point is,
replacing any of those electronic control modules can be expensive, and maybe require some
re-programming by the dealer to make the new one compatible with your exact vehicle. Let's

make some effort to be sure you need a new brake module; a "second opinion" on the problem,
before you go to replace it. It was behind radio? Thanks billr for your help. EricC Hero Member. I
agree with Billr on this one as far as parts swapping modules. The 2 wheel ABS module on this
truck does not require reprogramming, however. NickD wrench. Joined Aug 28, Messages 5,
Points Problem can be as simple as having a lower inflated tire on one side than the other. Or a
tire that is more worn than the other, in particular with erratic operation as you are posting.
Other typical problems are poor connectors to the ABS sensor and in particular for erratic
operation. Found one in an intermediate connector between the wheel sensor and module. Did
this for their own convenience because too much work to run a continuous line. Yet another
problem is rust built up in the teeth itself that reduces the pulse height. You have three sensors,
two on the front wheels the third on the driveshaft. This is what a front wheel sensor looks like.
Diagnostic Tech. The RABS unit should have given a code. This is not normal. Here is a
snapshot of where the said module is located. Just for others who come on this thread. I know
this is an old thread, but I would like to know how the conclusion to change this module came
about. There MUST have been a code. The unit would have surely set a body code or a chassis
code. Anytime a ABS light is active, the unit records an event. Now as Nickd said, probably a
bad solder joint in said unit. Not uncommon, since these rangers were a mix of mazda and
detroit. I did fix one of these problems, again as Nickd said, with bad pin connections. However,
there was a code. Indeed, the pin connections needed resoldering, and it was later resovled
AGAIN because some idiot replaced the radio with some walmart crap and in the process while
tapping into the live wire for sound, caused an intermitent with the RABS module. All sensors
where sound, and unit when tried on another truck gave the same code. It was a no
communication code which needed diagnosis pronto. After proper recollection of that code, I
remembered, it was a body code B Which equals a antilock brake module failure. I did some
research on my alldata, be careful because if equipped, the daytime running lights may also
short that module. RalphB Newbie. Joined Nov 12, Messages 5 Points 1 Age I have looked
behind glove box, behind radio, the radio has not been installed yet, on firewall in the engine
compartment and have not found it yet. Does anyone have an idea where it might be? Last
edited: Nov 18, You must log in or register to reply here. This is especially important when you
must put on the brakes suddenly to prevent an accident or crash. When you press on the
brakes , the brake calipers force the brake pads to clamp down on the brake rotors. If this
clamping force exceeds the available traction between the ground and the tire, that tire will
actually stop spinning. This is known as locked brakes. Under heavy braking, one or more tires
may lock and could initiate a slide. During a slide, you are more likely to lose control over the
vehicle and your stopping distance will increase substantially. This is because a rolling tire has
more grip than a slipping tire. The ABS system works to limit tire slip by using wheel speed
sensors to detect the speed of each tire. After that, the ABS module will reapply the brakes on
that wheel. This process repeats several times per second as long as a tire is losing grip under
braking. ABS systems give you much better braking control over the vehicle. Stopping
distances are reduced substantially and it is easier for the everyday driver to stop as quickly
and consistently as possible. Note: it is generally a very bad idea to brake and steer at the same
time even if you have ABS equipped. If you attempt to steer with a light rear end, the car could
easily spin. Always brake in a straight line when possible. The ABS control module ensures that
you drive safely and securely on the road. If you have a bad control module and then find
yourself having to stop quickly, you may be in for a rude awakening. Below are some of the
most common symptoms that will let you know that your ABS control module is failing. Once
you find this out, get to a mechanic and have the module replaced right away. The whole
purpose of an ABS control module is to prevent locking of the wheels. Generally when an ABS
module fails, you will only notice when you slam on the brakes. In other words, you will usually
only notice a problem when you need the system the most. If you have a newer car, then it
should have an ABS light on the dashboard. If your ABS control module were to go bad, this
dashboard light should come on. The light will likely be an amber color so it will be easy to
recognize. Even still, you should have the ABS code read, then get the problem diagnosed and
repaired. ABS systems have layers of redundancy and one component or circuit has probably
failed. If you put your foot on the brake pedal and the car does not slow down at all as it
normally does, this is obviously a sign that there is a problem. In the beginning, the symptom
will start out gradually where you will have to press your foot down on the pedal a couple of
times to get it to work. But then as time goes on, you will have to press down more times just to
perform one braking function. If you notice issues with the brake pedal, you should also check
the brake fluid level and consider having the brake system flushed so you know there is no air
in the brake lines. You may be in a situation where the brake pedal of your vehicle works, but it
requires a lot more pressure on your part just to perform a simple braking function. A brake

pedal should not require a significant amount of pressure. You should be able to just lightly
press your foot down on the brake pedal for the braking to work. If you have to increase your
effort just to do this, then your ABS control module may be bad. Either it will show you an
incorrect speed or the needle will just rest at 0 mph. This will usually be followed by the ABS or
check engine light coming on. The exact price of the replacement job will greatly depend on the
type of car you have, how accessible the ABS module is, and the prices charged by the
mechanic who works on your car. This happened while I was idling at a dead stop in a parking
lot. As I depressed the pedal with constant pressure for a minute or so, it simply collapsed
suddenly! The rear axle grease seals had also ruptured so when I checked the brake lines and
changed the rear pads the next day, I also replaced the grese seals and changed the differential
fluid. After all that, the brake pedal remains at that same halfway height to which it had
collapsed!! It is not spongy, In fact it is solid, and pumping the pedal it does not have any effect
on its height or effectiveness. The mechanics at car X have a confirmed there is no leak in the
lines or the master cylinder. Yet the pedal remains at half its normal height. Any ideas?? Breaks
still mushy. My mechanic thinks its the abs control module ,but the abs light is not on? Any air
in the system can cause a mushy brake pedal, and the ABS sensors may not detect this. If the
brakes were not bled properly, it is possible there is still some residual air left in the ABS
module. If the pedal goes to the floor with minimal stopping power, this is something that needs
to be addressed as soon as possible. However, some cars just have a slightly squishy pedal
from the factory by design. If the pedal feels similar to how it did before the brake job, you may
be fine. It would be best to get a second opinion from a mechanic who can feel the brakes in
person to determine if they need more work. I have Toyota Tundra whenever I press the brakes I
makes a buzzing sound not scrubbing. It that a possibility of the ABS pump going bad. Does
this happen when you lightly tap the brakes or when you push hard and trigger the ABS? I
would take it to a shop to get it looked at. I have a gmc 2wd. My service brake came on I paid no
mind. But now my truck died no one can find the problem. When I press the brake pedal it
pushes back against me and makes a kind of grinding noise. It returns to normal after I drive
and the car warms up. The ABS light then comes on and it runs fine. Any ideas? I just had this
happen to my F Did you ever get an answer to your question? This only happens a couple of
times, then the ABS light comes on and stays on. The brakes then work normally. At least until
the truck is turned off. My ABS light is on and blinking. I think my rear wheel locked up and
caused my rear tire to blow out. The brake pedal went to the floor without any warning twice on
my Saturn L series. Talked to my mechanic and replaced the master cylinder. Worked great for
about a week and a half until yesterday when the LF brake caliper started to lock up. As I limped
it down the shoulder the RF brake started grabbing too. Is this a failed ABS module? Simple
question, if i stop using the abs pump and modify to a normal direct brake will the engine or
brake lights still come on? And also will the speedometer works normal showing the correct
speed? A quick question from a novice. My offside front wheel was hit very violently in an
accident. Could anyone please explain if the accident of this nature cause the ABS unit to fail.
Appreciate your help. Table of Contents. Looking for Replacement Parts? Thanls Reply. It
certainly could be. Someone will have to look at the car to know for sure. Facebook Pinterest
Twitter. Discussion in ' How To Section ' started by fuzzface , Oct 3, Log in or Sign up. Ford
Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to
our use of cookies. Learn More. Oct 3, at AM 1. I have a brake line that leaked and "drowned"
the ABS control module under the distribution block. How do I replace it? Oct 3, at PM 2. Oct 9,
at AM 3. My Expedition is a Eddie Bauer with the V-8 engine. Ir does have "Advance Track".
Right now my ABS light is on as well as the Brake light. The Advance track button on the center
console says is flashing "off". Brakes are working, but may be a little soft. Brake fuild level is
fine. I thightened the fiittings so the leak has stopped. To be sure I put talcum powder on top so
even the slightest leak can be easily seen. I was wondering if I can back out the mounting bolts,
disconnect the wiring harness to remove the unit and then see if I can clean the unit with
electonic cleaner. Then reinstall. Will the brakes function with the ABS unit out? Are there any
"internal connections to the distribution block? Oct 13, at AM 4. Oct 22, at AM 5. I still have not
been able to "seal" the leaking fitting on the distribution block. I'm afraid if I tighten them any
further I'll strip the fitting. Can the fitting be sealed with teflon tape? Is there any other type of
sealant that could be used on a brake line fitting? Oct 27, at PM 6. Need new line from maser
cylinder to ABS. Hello, My 97 expy has a cracked line from the ABS to the master cylinder. In
this section of the line there is a braided portion. I was wondering if I could just install a new
line with out the braided portion. Is the flexible braided line necessary or could I use a solid
NiCopp line? This is my first time posting. Please help me get this post where it belongs. Dec
28, at AM 7. Almost finished Soon I will hopefully finish this job. First you have to remove the air
intake system form the air filter back to the fender. To disconnect the wire harness from the

ABS module, Lift the locking tab at the bottom and pull up the harness cover. It acts like a lever
and will release the connector from the ABS module. Cover the wire connections with plastic or
aluminum foil wrap to keep it clean unitl you get a replacement ABS module. There are 3 Torx
head bolts that hold the ABS module to the brake distribution block. These will require use of a
Torx E-5 socket I had to order one as it was not available locally. The 2 on the top are easy to
see and easy to remove. The bottom bolt however, gets exposed to the elements and may have
significant corrosion on the Torx head, the bolt and the aluminum distribution block. Because of
this the bolt head was rusted too bad to use the Torx E-5 socket. I had to grind it off using my
Dremmel tool. If you do this you likely will have to replace the ABS module and not have it
rebuilt as you likely will grind through some of the plastic cover since you cannot se the Torx
bolt head. There seems to be hundreds of numbers for ABS modules so getting the right one is
critical! I am awaiting the delivery of the new ABS module and I will update this posting once I
have it installed and road tested. It is a good thing you can still safely drive the car, with normal
braking, but without the ABS module installed. Jan 8, at AM 8. The last and final step was to go
to my local Ford dealer to have them "calibrate" the replacement ABS module. I was told by the
service manger to bring in my old ABS module as the "technician" may need to download codes
from the old ABS module to "calibrate" the replacement ABS module. No everything appears to
be working correctly with no ABS warning lights or traction control warnings. I sure was happy
that I could drive the car without a functioning ABS module while I worked to replace it! For me
this was a 3 month journey. I learned a lot, saved considerable money, and I feel accomplished.
I sure hope Ford no longer uses steel brakes lines that fail after about 10 years use on salt
treated roads. I know newer coated and alloy brake lines last much longer! I also plan to use the
"under-body spray" at the car wash on a more reguler basis. Jan 21, at PM 9. I replaced the
whole unit on my old 97 and didn't have to have any programmed. It wasn't a bad job except
having to get the bleeder loose on the calipers. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Ford
Explorer 5. Certain states, such as California, require the same year or newer engine as the
vehicle. Using the Explorer 5. You will likely have to deal with the PATS during your conversion.
Some Quick Abbreviations:. Engine Choice:. The Explorer 5. The All things considered, the
Rangers are the easiest year range for an Explorer 5. You want a Explorer 5. If you put a
Explorer 5. The entire 5. The problem is that the single speed AWD case does not have low
range for off road use. There is also a reduction in acceleration, fuel economy and tire life on
the street with the full time AWD case. There are options below for adding a manual transfer
case. Ranger â€” Explorer Comparisons:. A complete Explorer with a 5. Complete Explorer 5.
Battery cable harness. The high pressure power steering hose. Exhaust manifolds and Catalytic
converters. Transmission and transfer case. Airbox, MAF, and Zip tube. Fuel pressure regulator.
Use the 5. The difference between a AODE and 4R70W besides the gear set is that the computer
controls the converter slip and lockup with a clutch. They offer either a 5-inch or 9-inch adapter
kit. Measuring for the adapter:. Measure your stock transmission from the front of the bell
housing back to the flange where the transfer case bolts to the transmission tailhousing. Now,
measure the distance from the front of your new 4R70W back to where the tailhousing bolts on.
In the photo below, you will see the new tailhousing bolted on for an idea of where to stop
measuring to. Subtract the distance of the new 4R70W minus the tailhousing from the
measurement you took from your original transmission back to the transfer case. The difference
in length will tell you how long of a tailhousing you need to keep the Ranger transfer case in the
stock location. Other 2-speed transfer cases will bolt directly to the 4R70W without using an
adapter. They are heavier duty cases than the BW but are also much larger and more work to
squeeze into a Ranger. BW Transfer Case:. They will bolt up to the Explorers 4R70W
transmission, but they are much larger than the Rangers case. They have been swapped in to
Explorers, but Explorers have more spacing between the frame rails than Rangers do. It can be
done, but the case is going to be real close to the frame rail. The BW is nearly twice as long
front to back as the Ranger case and the main body sits about 4-inches rearward of where the
main body of the Ranger case is. Even worse, the forward U-joint of the rear driveshaft would
end up being about a foot farther rearward as compared to the stock Ranger, putting it adjacent
and very close to the nose of the fuel tank. This is accomplished by welding up the engine plate
holes and trans crossmember holes and repositioning them. The front flange on the F transfer
case is farther rearward than on the stock Ranger case. The longer F shaft takes care of that
and only needs the conversion U-joint to bolt up. Rear shaft will need shortened. A Ford 8.
Earlier Explorer engines run at a lower pressure and use a fuel return line. For the return line,
you have two choices. Use the in-tank fuel pressure regulator from an Explorer pump assembly
with Explorer 5. That is very important, as the 4. The 5. The stock 4. It allows the oil filter to point

forward and allows the lower radiator hose to mount to it. This allows water to cool the oil
passing through the adapter. The bolt shown in the center is used to mount it. Explorer 5. Your
best option is a remote mount filter like the Hayden mount shown below. You need a filter that
has a degree hose attachment due to limited space. This is the recommended method that we
would use. Use the stock 5. Use the stock belt driven fan. Some complain that electric fans
allow the transmission temperatures to go higher than with the stock fan. The factory Explorer
5. The factory manifolds are very restrictive. The only off-the-shelf 5. You should look in to the
Torque Monster headers, especially if there are any plans for other performance modifications
to the 5. Torque Monster Header Driver Side. This slot is currently vacant. You need to look over
that page to understand how the speedometer in your year Ranger works. The speedometer
may very well be one of your toughest obstacles. If you have a Ranger you should try and get a
5. This will simplify things for you. The Vehicle Speed Sensor produces 8 pulse per rotation
which a stock computer assumes pulses per mile. The Vehicle Speed Sensor VSS is a variable
reluctance sensor that generates a waveform with a frequency that is proportional to vehicle
road speed. When the vehicle is moving slowly, the sensor produces a low frequency signal. As
the vehicle speed increases, the sensor produces a higher frequency signal. The PCM
Powertrain Control Module receives vehicle speed information from the antilock brake system
rear wheel speed sensor. Then the corrected signal is sent to the PCM, speed control, cluster,
etc. The OSS sensor is a magnetic pickup that provides transmission output shaft rotation
speed information to the PCM Powertrain Control Module where it is corrected for tire diameter
and axle ratio. It is sent to the speed control and the cluster. Both are driven in parallel by the
rear axle ABS sensor. The vehicle starts and operates only with the key that matches the sensor
in the vehicle, thwarting attempts to hot-wire the ignition. An indicator lamp shows the system
is working. How it works: A miniature transponder with integrated circuit and antenna is
embedded in the ignition key. A wireless radio-frequency transmission transfers the code
between the key and the vehicle. If the codes match, the module sends a signal through the
wiring system to the engine electronic control, allowing the engine to start. There are 72
million-billion possible codes, so every Ford sold worldwide for the next 10 billion years could
have a unique code. New keys for replacements or spares can be encoded by dealerships.
Under a type E system, the coded keys send a signal to the PATS transceiver, the transceiver
takes the signal and sends it to the PCM where it checks to make sure that the key code is
correct and then allows the motor to run. If the PCM fails to detect the properly coded key it will
do two things. First, it will not allow the injectors to provide fuel to the motor. If you wanted to
install an Explorer 5. Grab the module behind the passenger air bag 2. Grab the transceiver
around the ignition lock 3. Get all the wiring that you can reach between the two. The Explorer
harness needs some slight rewiring to plug into the Ranger harness:. Connector large pin motor
to truck plug :. Pin 42 is a ground. You must cut it about 4-inches from connector. Take a 6-inch
wire and attach a lug on the end to ground it to the firewall. Solder to the harness end of the
wire you cut. Not the plug. Get the plug and alternator wire from Ford or a salvage yard. The
Explorer harness has pin 41 empty. From the alternator, connect this wire to the Ranger side of
plug 41 or take the wire and pin from the Ranger motor plug and connect it through the plug. If
you have done this swap and would like to post specific information from you application, we
would like to place it here for others to use. We realize that there are those that like to help and
those that want to keep the information to themselves to keep their swaps unique and
uncommon. Sooner or later the information gets out. Thank you. Swapping An Explorer 5. Motor
Mounts:. Transfer Case:. Rear Axle:. Fan Clutch:. Oil Filter:. Torque Monster Header Passenger
Side. More Articles:. Fuel System. No Fuel Return Line Returnless psi. Fuel Return Line psi.
Vehicles Without Pats. Password Forgot Password? Join Us! Join Date: Aug Posts: 8. I have a
99 Ranger 2 wheel drive XLT 3. Can someone tll me the location of the GEM module? Problem I
am trying to solve: Speedomter is dead Truck will not shift electonically out of 1st gear when in
Drive, but can be manually shifed Thanks Tim in Centreville. Join Date: Jun Posts: The GEM is
in the dash to the left side of the radio cavity. Again, frequency proportional to speed. It is not
the conversion module. Many Thanks for responding to my request. Your information is very
very helpful. WIll I need to pull the instrument cluster or radio, or can I get to it from
underneath? Tim in Centreville. Rwenzing, I am hoping you can be of further help. All fuses are
good, and I even switched relays around without sucess. Your knowledge of the electrical
system is incredible. I've decided not to pull the instrument cluster to conduct futher tests. I'm
going to take it to my local Ford dealer who has an excellant reputation hoping they have seen
this before and can effect an efficiant repair. All, I am pleased that the Ford dealer was quickly
able to repair my Ranger. The problem was the ABS? I've always used OEM parts for these
types of repairs, and looking back I don;t know why I used an aftermarket part. In the future I'll
stick to Ford parts! Many thanks to rwenzing for his knowledgable assistance. Tim in Centreville
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